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If 5 is a family of sets and A some set we denote by F n A the following 
family of subsets of A: fl n A = {F n A; FE a. P. ErdGs (oral communica- 
tion) transmitted to me in Nice the following question: Is it true that if fl is a 
family of subsets of some infinite set S then either there exists to each number 
n a set A C S with 1 A 1 = n such that 19 n A 1 = 2” or there exists some 
numberNsuchthat IFnAl<IAjOforeachACSwithIAI>Nand 
some constant c? In this paper we will answer this question in the affirmative 
by determining the exact upper bound. (Theorem 2).’ 
DEFINITIONS. The density of a family F of sets is the largest number n 
such that there exists a set A with 1 A 1 = n and 1 F n A 1 = 2”. If such 
an n does not exist we say that the density of s is co. We observe that 
the density of AF can only be 0 if I 9 I < 1. If 9 is a family of subsets 
of some set S with p in S then FD = 9 n {S - p}. 9 has a pair (A, B) 
at p if there exist two sets A, BE 9 such that A - B = p and B C A. 
Pl(F,p) = {A E 9’; (A, B) is a pair at p for some B E F} and 
P2(F,p) = {B E 9; (A, B) is a pair at p for some A E F}. We observe 
that, if (A, B,), (A, B,), (A,, B), and (A,, B) are pairs at p, then Bl = B2 
and A, = A, . Therefore I P1(F, p)I = I P2(F, p)I. 
THEOREM 1. If the density of the family 9 of subsets of a set S with 
I S I = m is less than n then 
There exists a family 9 of subsets of S with I 9 1 = Crii (7) such that 
the density of F is n - 1 (m > n > 1). 
1 The referee of this paper wrote that these results have also been established by S. 
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In order to prove the theorem we need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If fl is a family of subsets of theJinite set S and p E S then 
I 9 I - I %I I = I Pz(~,P)l. 
SD ={FE%;~$F}v{H-p;H~sandp~H). 
lgD1 = l(F~~;p~F~:)I+I{H-p;H~~andp~H)I 
- I{F~~;p$F}n{H-p;H~.9ando~H}~ 
= l{F~F;p$Fjl+ l{H; HE%andpEH}I 
- I PzW,P)l = I 9 I - I PdF, P>l* 
LEMMA 2. If Pz(.9, p) has density n - 1 in S - p then % has density n. 
We will prove that if Pz(9,p) has density n - 1 then 
has density n. 
G = PlW, PI ” PzF, P) 
If Pz(9,p) has density n - 1 there exists a set A C (S - p) with 
I A I = n - 1 such that Pz(%,p) n A = 2A. We have to prove that 
G n (A up) = 2fAUp). Let us assume to the contrary, that there exists 
a set H C (A up) with H $ G n (A up). p E H because otherwise H C A 
andthenHEPa(F,p)nACGnAandHEGn(AUp).IfpEHthen 
H - p C A and H - p E Pz(9, p) n A. Let L E Pz($, p) be the set such 
that L n A = H - p. Because L E P2(s, p) there exists a set M E Pl(9, p) 
such that (M, L) is a pair at p. 
Mn(Aup) = (Lup)n(Aup) =pu(LnA) =pu(H-p) = H. 
This implies that H E Pz(9, p) n (A u p) C G n (A u p). 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is by induction on m - n and n. We 
observe that if n = 1 or m = n then the theorem is true. Let us now 
assume that I F I > CT:; (7). We will prove that the density of 9 is 
at least IZ. With p E S let us consider the family g* in S - p. If 
then we conclude by induction on m - n that &, has density of at least n 
in, S - p and therefore fl has density of at least n in S. So, if we assume 
now that / F9 I < Cy1: (“;‘), we get from Lemma 1: 
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This means because of the induction on n that Pz(F,p) has density 
of at least IZ - 1 in S - p. From Lemma 2 follows now that 9 has a 
density of at least n. 
If the family 9 of subsets of S consists of the null-set together with 
all singletons and all pairs and all triples and *.* and all n - 1 tuples then 
1 9 1 = Cyr,’ (y) but the density of P is n - 1. This proves the second 
part of the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If 9 is a family of subsets of some injinite set S then the 
density of 9 is either 00 or there exists a number n such that for all sets 
ACSwith IA 1 an, 
If there exists to each number n a set A C S with I A I = 12 and 
j 9 n A 1 = 2” then the density of 9 is co; otherwise there is a number n, 
which is the density of 9. If 
then 9 n A has a larger density than n. Because the density of 9 is 
larger than or equal to the density of 9 n A the density of % would be 
larger than n. (I A 1 3 n). 
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